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Back in the Country…
Bell Acres Stories
by Debby Rabold

Depreciation Lands
Land North of the Ohio and West of the Allegheny rivers is referred to as the Depreciation Lands. The name
dates from the time of the Revolutionary War when Pennsylvania issued certificates to its soldiers that could be
used to purchase land in Western Pennsylvania. The certificates were used to replace lost wages due to the
depreciated value of paper currency, thus the name Depreciation Lands.
In 1784, Pennsylvania purchased land from Native American tribes that would be divided into lots of between
200 and 350 acres and purchased with the newly issued certificates. Survey teams began their work during the
summer of 1785 with the first sales taking place a few months later in Philadelphia.
The Depreciation Lands were divided into five districts. Bell Acres fell within two of those districts, the Leet
District surveyed by Daniel Leet and the Braden (Breading) District surveyed by Nathaniel Braden. Lots within
these districts were the first to be offered for sale in November 1795. Because many of those eligible for the
certificates lived in the eastern part of the state and were not interested in moving into the Western
Pennsylvania wilderness, they instead sold their certificates for cash at less than face value. Land speculators
acquired large tracts of land originally intended for soldiers.
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The first auction of Depreciation Land lots took place
in a Philadelphia coffee house in November 1785.
Unfortunately, there were often ownership disputes because land
could be claimed in two different ways. One was by purchasing the
title through the land office, the other was by actually living on the
land and making improvements. A farmer might have what he
thought was a clear title, only to face an Act of Ejectment from
someone intending to claim the farm as his own. For many years,
courts were kept busy with ownership cases.

